TOWN OF RAMAPO
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS AGENDA
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2018
8:00 P.M.

ADJOURNED FROM SEPTEMBER 6, 2018

XBA – 4652  GOOD STEP 6, LLC.  32 HERRICK AVE, SV
XBA – 4654  HERRICK HOMES 2, LLC.  30 HERRICK AVE, SV
XBA – 4655  BLUE HOUSE 8, LLC.  34 HERRICK AVE, SV
XBA – 4656  12 HERRICK REALTY, LLC.  12 HERRICK AVE, UNIT 101, SV
XBA – 4657  79 TWIN, LLC.  79 TWIN AVE, SV
XBA – 4658  7 SUMMIT REALTY, LLC.  7 SUMMIT AVE, MONSEY

XBA – 4667  YEHUDA & GILA FRANK  17 S. REMESE AVE.
XBA – 4669  D PARK AVE, LLC  14 PARK ST. SV
XBA – 4670  SOL MENCHE  146 ROUTE 59, MONSEY
XBA – 4671, 4672 & 4673  C & R GARDENS, LLC  191-199 ADAR CT. UNIT’S 1, 2 & 3

THE 2 ITEMS LISTED BELOW ARE TO APPEAL THE DECISION OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR:

XBA – 4674  ELI & PEARL LANDAU  169 HORTON DRIVE
XBA – 4675  BEN KLEIN  168 DECATUR AVE, SV.

***Please be advised that this agenda is subject to change***